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Question: 1

You can override the value of a defined CI/CD variable when you:

Run a pipeline manually in Gitlab's UI.A.

Create a pipeline by the help of a Gitlab API.B.

Use "push options" (push a variable via a flag when doing a "git push" command).C.

Answer: A,B,C

Question: 2

Gitlab has specific environment variables that one can use. The CI_JOB_ID variable is:

The ID of the build job that export the target artifact of a project.A.

The project's ID, which appears in the project's jobs run in pipelines and is unique per project.B.

The internal ID of a job being run in a pipeline.C.

Unique across all jobs in a Gitlab instance.D.

Answer: C,D

Question: 3

Which is true about runners?

Group runners are for all projects and subgroups in a group.A.

Group runners are only for the subgroups in the group, not for the projects within them.B.

Shared runners are available to be used by all projectsC.

Specific runners are available for individual projects.D.

Answer: A,D
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Question: 4

What is a Gitlab runner?
A Docker image.A.

A Kubernetes cluster of Pods / Replicasets.B.

A Virtual Machine.C.

Allocated RAM memory.D.

Answer: C

Question: 5

You can start a downstream pipeline via:

The 'trigger' keywordA.

Manually triggering the pipelineB.

Scheduling the pipeline triggerC.

Triggering the pipeline via APID.

Answer: A,B,C,D

Question: 6

You can have this / these type(s) of runners in Gitlab:

Group runnerA.

Special runnerB.

Shared runnerC.

Answer: A,C
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Question: 7

There is one file without which a Gitlab Pipeline would not exist.

A "gitlab-ci.yml" fileA.

A "DOCKERFILE"B.

A .py file (python)C.

A .sh file (Bash)D.

A ".gitlab-ci.yml" fileE.

A ".gitignore" fileF.

Answer: E

Question: 8

You surely heard of: CI / CD / CT. These stand for:
Continuous IP / Continuous DATALINK / Continuous TCPA.

Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery / Continuous TransportB.

Continuous Interchangeability / Continuous Deployment / Continuous TestingC.

Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery / Continuous TestingD.

Continuous Iteration / Continuous Debugging / Continuous TestingE.

Answer: D

Question: 9

Gitlab has specific environment variables that one can use. The CI_JOB_NAME variable is:

The random name of a job, assigned by Gitlab from an internal list of strings so that all can be unique.A.

The name of a job being run in a pipeline.B.


